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The pilot project investigated the fabrication of two different Organic Field
Effect Transistor (OFET) architectures for α particle detection. OFETs were
fabricated but suffered from poor performance, thus α detection was not
attempted. The technical challenges lay in the production of defect-free gate
electrode insulators (dielectrics). The causes of failure have been identified in
both types of insulators used and specific solutions proposed
We designed 2 different OFET
architectures. The first (Type C) was a
bottom gate, bottom contact OFET (Fig.
1a) which detects radiation as a result of
the α particle changing the charge carrier
density in the OFET channel. The
second (Type G) was a top gate, top
contact OFET (Fig. 1b) which detects
radiation as a result of charges
generated by the α particle in the
capping layer varying the gate voltage.
Both were capped with an organic
semiconductor (OSC)

For both types of devices standard 20
mm square substrates were used upon
which a series of variable channel length
individual OFETs were fabricated using a
common gate electrode. A schematic
plan view of the arrangement is shown in
(Fig. 3).

For the type G device, pinholes were
formed due to adsorbed water in the
graphene layer (Fig. 5a), resulting in a
short circuit between the common gate
and the source/drain electrodes. This
problem was solved by pre-baking the
graphene to release the water.
Removing the previous PMMA dielectric
with acetone resulted in damaging the
source/drain electrodes beyond use (Fig.
5b). Both devices had PMMA layers
~400nm, with the type C having an
additional ~80nm LiF layer as the
dielectric

We were successful in applying Au
electrodes to both the Type C and Type
G devices as seen in (Fig. 4a & Fig. 4b)
There are 2 ways in which we can
characterise OFET devices: fix the
source-drain voltage, 𝑉𝑆𝐷 , scan the gate
voltage,𝑉𝐺 , while measuring the sourcedrain current, 𝐼𝑆𝐷. plotting 𝐼𝑆𝐷 versus 𝑉𝐺 ,
This is the transfer characteristic (2b);
Fix 𝑉𝐺 , scan 𝑉𝑆𝐷 , whilst measuring 𝐼𝑆𝐷 .
plotting 𝐼𝑆𝐷 versus 𝑉𝑆𝐷 , this is the output
characteristic (2a). For a hole dominated
device (p-type) this is done using
negative electrode biases. (2a) displays
the linear and saturation operational
regimes, where 𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉0 > 𝑉𝑆𝐷 and
𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉0 < 𝑉𝑆𝐷 . 𝑉0 , is the threshold
voltage, as seen in (2b) [5]

The Two possible approaches of solving
the Type C dielectric failure problems are
inverting the structure (LiF:PMMA) to
reduce crack density and the use of SiO
as a dielectric on its own, which suffers
from inherently lower defect density. The
Type G dielectric failure is solved by
substrate pre-heating to remove adsorbed
water..

Figure 4b: Au source-drain electrodes on Type C device dielectric (PMMA:LiF)
with ITO gate beneath the dielectric. Source-drain electrodes range from
80μm (top) to 30μm (bottom) all electrodes were successfully applied with the
exception of the 30μm electrodes.

The problems for both Type C and Type
G lies in the fabrication of the dielectric.
For the Type C device, cracks in the
Lithium Fluoride (LiF) layer allowed the
OSC (poly(3-hexylthiophene): phenylc61-butyric acid methyl ester
(P3HT:PCBM)) to attack the poly-methylmethacrylate (PMMMA) layer, resulting
in gate leakage between the common
gate and the source/drain electrodes
(Fig. 6)
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